SECURE GROUP CHAT AND CONFERENCEING TOOLS

DO YOU NEED AUDIO/VIDEO?

NO, text is enough

Are participants ok sharing their phone numbers with each other?

YES Signal

NO Delta Chat

Element

Wire

N.B.: all of above are end-to-end encrypted

Do you need end-to-end encryption?*

NO, encryption to the server is enough

YES Wire (≤4 participants)

WhatsApp (≤8 participants)

Whereby (≤4 participants)

FaceTime (≤32 participants, only for iPhones & Macs)

Duo (≤12 participants)

Can you pay?

YES

Wire

WhatsApp

Whereby

FaceTime

Duo

NO

Can you host on your server?

YES Blue Jeans

GoToMeeting

Google Meet

Microsoft Teams

Whereby (>4 participants)

NO

Jitsi Meet

Big Blue Button

Use Jitsi Meet on a trusted server:
https://meet.mayfirst.org
https://meet.greenhost.net
https://vc.autistici.org
https://framatalk.org
https://calls.disroot.org
https://meet.guifi.net
https://meet.collective.tools

Or Google Meet (free until 30/09/20)

GoToMeeting (3 months free)

* With end-to-end encryption (e2ee), your message gets encrypted before it leaves your device and only gets decrypted when it reaches the intended recipient’s device. Using e2ee is important if you plan to conduct sensitive communication like internal team or partners meetings.

With to-server encryption your message gets encrypted before it leaves your device, but is being decrypted on the server, processed, and encrypted again before being sent to recipient(s).

PROTECT ONE

EMPOWER A THOUSAND

- Physical, emotional and digital protection while using home as office in times of COVID-19
- Videoconferencing Guide

www.frontlinedefenders.org
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